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The Tragedy Of Liberation A
Chancellor Angela Merkel has said Germany will have an "everlasting responsibility" to remember those killed during World War II. Saturday marks the 76th anniversary of the end of the conflict in ...
'Keep alive memory' of WWII victims, urges Germany's Merkel
The occasion was a minor Jewish holiday, Lag b'Omer, the 33rd day of the counting of the omer, the period between Passover and Shavuot, between liberation from Egypt and the revelation of the Ten ...
A day of national tragedy in Israel
Louise Little, Alberta King and Berdis Baldwin each raised sons who would change the world. They also had to bury them.
The mothers of Malcolm X, MLK and James Baldwin: New book explores how they shaped their sons
Still, each story is a revelation. Because of a simple fact: it was a living soul to be subjected to the worst of nightmares. While my grandmother was always speaking on her murdered young sister Mina ...
The story of little Lulek, and us all
NICK WRIGHT assesses the fortunes of the ‘British’ statelet in the North of Ireland as unionism’s descent approaches terminal velocity ...
A century of sectarianism — but the end is in sight
Set at a Southern barbecue, James Ijames’s hilarious update on Shakespeare sees a recipe for liberation in the story of family disaster. By Jesse Green Perhaps the real tragedy of “Hamlet ...
‘Fat Ham’ Review: A Queer, Black ‘Hamlet’? Ay, There’s the Spice Rub.
Trend: The 76th anniversary of the Victory over fascism is marked on May 9, Trend reports referring to the Azerbaijani Defense Ministry. “Azerbaijan has ...
Azerbaijani Defense Ministry discloses events to be held on occasion of Victory Day - May 9
Committee to Protect Journalists urges Malian, French authorities to thoroughly investigate disappearance of Olivier Dubois - Anadolu Agency ...
Media group concerned over kidnapping of French journalist in Mali
Azerbaijan's Ministry of Defense issued a press statement on the occasion of the 76th anniversary of the Victory over fascism.The statement ...
Azerbaijani MoD issues press statement on 76th anniversary of Victory over fascism
Steve Sattler during the April 1945 liberation of the Nazi concentration ... stood in silence to remember the 6 million lost to the tragedy). The Friedman Jewish Community Center in Kingston ...
‘Never forget’ takes on added urgency
"This road tragedy overshadowed what had passed as ... the victims of this accident were members of the Zimbabwe National Liberation War Collaborators Association who were on their way to Mutare ...
Zimbabwe: President Mourns Accident Victims
The Chinese navy has begun an unprecedented salvage operation to help recover for free the Indonesian submarine Nanggala — a soft power win for Beijing that also offers an opportunity to map one of ...
China sub rescue ‘a worry for the West’
When the southern African country of Rhodesia was reborn asZimbabwe in 1980, democracy advocates celebrated the defeat of awhite supremacist regime and the end ...
A Predictable Tragedy: Robert Mugabe and the Collapse of Zimbabwe
Quintal stated that “Too often, the disappearance of a journalist is followed by tragedy and unanswered ... the Macina Liberation Front, Al-Mourabitoun, and the Saharan branch of the Al-Qaeda ...
Media group worried over abducting of French reporter in Mali
There was enormous goodwill for Uganda from the international community in 1979 and 1980, but it was squandered by the Uganda National Liberation ... The tragedy of abductions, disappearances ...
Reflections on downfall of a military dictator
The protest was organized by Black liberation advocacy group MOVE ... “As we seek justice for this specific tragedy, we remain grounded in the reality that this would not be possible without the first ...
West Philadelphians protest on campus for Penn to return MOVE victim remains to family
WHAT had promised to be the most memorable home-coming event turned into a nightmare as tragedy struck the nation ... the Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army into a formidable force that ...
Gen Tongo: Towering figure of the struggle
The city of Philadelphia bombed MOVE, a Black liberation group ... in the predominately Black neighborhood. However, the tragedy is once again being brought to the public consciousness as it ...
Remains of Black children killed in MOVE bombing used in Ivy League classes
Patric Mellet, a heritage practitioner and liberation activist, said the destruction of the African Studies library at UCT is the worst tragedy for intellectual record. “I am in tears.
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